Intermediate Reports
A report (hardcopy as well as handin) is due on each of the following dates:

**October 25, 2012:** Summary of progress due (class time). Handin P3

**November 8, 2012:** Summary of progress due (class time). Handin P4

**November 20, 2012:** Summary of progress due (class time). Handin P5

**December 6, 2012:** Summary of progress due (class time). Handin P6

Prepare a progress report on the status of the research project. This should describe what milestones have been achieved to this point and what remains to be done. This should include detail including figures of examples of data, as well as any results to this point (e.g., features extracted, algorithms developed, testing done, etc.). In addition, if you do not have a very extensive bibliography, then you need to review the literature more, and add relevant references. Ask if you are not sure.

Also, you must address the issues raised in earlier evaluations.

Remember that you are working toward the goal of a complete paper appropriate for submission to a conference or journal, or as a book chapter. If you are not familiar with what that means, read some of the literature in this field to find out.

**Final Paper: Due December 13, 2012 (5pm) Handin PF**

The final report of the research project must be submitted. This should be prepared as a paper to be submitted to a conference, journal, etc., and should include:

- an adequate introduction describing the problem to be solved and approach
- discussion of related work
- description of method
- data resulting from experiments
- analysis
- conclusions, including status with respect to state-of-the-art and future work, and
- references in appropriate format.

Ask if you are not sure about what this means or what to do!

Also, you must address the issues raised in earlier evaluations.